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Executive summary
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The current document describes the final version of SMOOTEXT. This
consists of a minimum viable product, covering all functionalities to be
provided by SMOOTEXT: readability analysis, GDPR-extraction and
company extractions.
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We report the algorithms used, the architecture of SMOOTEXT, its
relationships with remaining modules and empirical results on their
accuracy.
This deliverable also describes the annotated dataset that is distributed on
Zenodo.
A specific deliverable (D3.5) handles extensions for the further languages.
This deliverable might be updated in the remaining 3 months, subject to
improvements informed by the pilots.

This deliverable reflects only the author’s view and the European Commission is not
responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains. (Art. 29.5)
SMOOTH project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement Nº 786741 (Art. 29.4)
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1.- Introduction
1.1.- SMOOTEXT: background and objectives
The goal of SMOOTEXT is to design and develop algorithms that allow the (semi-) automatic
processing of textual documents necessary for an assessment of the GDPR-readiness of a
microenterprise.
The information that has to be extracted is of two types:
1. those elements relevant to GDPR, to be obtained primarily from privacy policies
2. an analysis of the complexity and readability of the privacy policies
In order to process the large variety in which those forms exist, SMOOTEXT will rely on
machine learning techniques which learn to detect relevant textual patterns from
previously annotated data-sets.

1.2.- Objectives of Deliverable 3.4 SMOOTEXT
This deliverable is an updated and much revised version of D3.3, which described an interim
version of the functionalities and algorithms used in SMOOTEXT.
It contains the description of the different algorithms, associated benchmarks as well as
the description of the APIs and returned formats.
Sect 2.2 describes the GDPR extraction algorithm and its performance. The annotated dataset is described as well as where to obtain it.
Sect 2.3 describes the readability algorithm used, and Sect 2.4 the algorithms for company
name extraction.
After this description of the algorithms, Sect 2.5 describes how the modules are structured
and the common pre-processing for each one of them. Note that the multi-lingual handling
is detailed in D3.5. Sect 2.6 overviews the system description and technical solutions used,
and Sect 2.7 the API and the returned format.

2.- SMOOTEXT
2.1.- System Goals and Objectives
The final goal of SMOOTEXT is the creation of a web-service which takes a text file as input
and extracts a predefined set of information out of it. The types of text files that are used
differ, as are the type of information that is returned. Having this in mind, SMOOTEXT offers
three services:
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1. GDPR element extractor returns the overall topic of the given paragraph, which is
one of a predefined class relevant to SMOOTH. If needed, a more fine-grained
analysis is then performed.
2. Readability Analysis: performs an analysis of the complexity of the language
3. Company extractor: extracts company names, with a preference for recall instead
of precision.
In addition, a common pre-processing is done for all 3 services, consisting of:
1. Paragraph splitting, making the unit of text on which an analysis is performed the
paragraph
2. Translation into the target language on which all models are trained (English)
Everything related to translation, including the steps needed to expand to other languages
is explained in detail in D3.5. This is delivered at the same time that the present document
and they should be read together.
In the next three sections we will detail each one of the components.

2.2.- GDPR element extraction
Extraction and Identification of GDPR elements from privacy policies is one of the core
components of SMOOTEXT. We model this problem as a paragraph classification task. This
means that first the privacy policies are split into paragraphs in a pre-processing step, and
then each of those paragraphs is fed independently to a Machine Learning classifier to label
each of the paragraphs with its corresponding GDPR element labels such as First Party
Collection/Use, Data retention, Policy change, etc.
We based our ontology on the OPP115 dataset (Wilson et al. 2016) displayed in the table
below as they have a large overlap between their labels and as we identified previously in
(Galle et al. 2019).
Elements in the OPP-115 dataset

Required by GDPR regulations

First Party Collection/Use

x

Third Party Sharing/Collection

x

User Choice/Control

indirectly required

Data Security

indirectly required

International and Specific Audiences

x

User Access, Edit and Deletion

x

Policy Change

x

Data Retention

x
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Do Not Track
For the classification algorithm we rely on a model that minimizes the Modified Huber Loss
for a multiclass classification problem over the training dataset. The Modified Huber Loss
is a variant of Huber Loss (Huber et al. 1964). Our choice of the Modified Huber Loss as a
loss function to optimize was driven by its empirical results on a development split of the
annotated dataset. Additionally, the Modified Huber Loss is considered to provide good
estimates of classification probabilities without sacrificing classification accuracy as in the
Logarithmic loss (Cross entropy loss). Well calibrated weights of the model predictions are
very crucial for the interpretability of the models as it is interesting to show confidence
scores of our model predictions to the users of our platform. Finally, minimization is done
through stochastic gradient descent optimization algorithm (SGD).
All models have been implemented using the free open source machine learning library
Scikit-learn. Our choice of Scitkit-learn specifically comes from the fact that it offers an easy
interface of implementing machine learning models in the python programming language.
At the same time, it offers production level computational efficiency thanks to its backend
modules that are implemented in native programming languages such as C and C++.

2.2.1.- Current limitations

As mentioned in D3.3, and detailed in [Gallé 2019], the OPP-115 presents some
shortcomings with respect to GDPR privacy policies. We highlight in particular (i) the lack
of some labels, (ii) the domain-shift when analyzing post-GDPR privacy policies and (iii) the
multi-linguality of considering European companies.
We analyze each of them separately, reserving multi-linguality for D3.5.
2.2.2.- Lacking labels

Concerning our needs (see D3.2), OPP-115 focused on a different label-set. We detail below
how we exploit that data-set to map to our needs:
SMOOTEXT label
Personal Data Type

Personal Data Activity

Persona Data Retention Period

30/04/2020
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OPP-115
“Third Party Collection/Use”, value
“Personal Information Type”
“First Party Collection/Use”, value
“Personal Information Type”
“Third Party Collection/Use”, value
“Purpose”
“First Party Collection/Use”, value
“Purpose”
“Data Retention”, value “Retention Period”
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Right to Access

“User Access, Edit and Deletion”, value
“Access Type” has to be equal to “View”
“User Access, Edit and Deletion”, value
“Access Type” has to be equal to “Edit
information”
“User Access, Edit and Deletion”, value
“Access Type” has to be equal to “Delete
account”
“User Access, Edit and Deletion”, value
“Access Type” has to be equal to “Export”

Right to Rectify

Right to Erase

Right to Portability

In order to extend this data-set, we focused on the category of Personal Data, as it is the
core of the requested information as well as the most important information that is crosschecked with the other work-packages for the final report.
For this, we pre-trained a classifier (see Sect 1.1.1) on OPP-115, and used an active learning
framework to select paragraphs from pos-GDPR privacy policies from micro-enterprises.
In particular, we define by p our classifier, and by 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥) the probability it assigns to
paragraph x to belong to class y. We then rank all paragraphs by |0.5 − 𝑝(𝑦|𝑥)|, sorted in
increasing order, and use select the first k for annotations.
This strategy is called confidence based, and the intuition is that the data-points closest to
the decision boundary (which is 0.5 in the case of probabilistic logistic classifier) are the
one that the model is the least confident above.
We overviewed different crowd-sourcing platforms, and selected Amazon Mechanical Turk
for the annotations (see Appendix). In what follows we will detail the set-up of that
annotation campaign.
The questions that was asked was
“Does this paragraph contain the explicit mention of specific personal data (e.g. name,
phone number, social security, …) being collected?”
In order to obtain relevant privacy policies, we started from a list of SMEs provided by one
of the partners, which was then used to crawl their website. Based on keyword analysis,
those that appeared to be about privacy policies were then downloaded.
Workers were required to have the following qualifications:
• “Human Intelligence Task” (HIT) approval rate > 95%
• 1 000+ HITs approved
• Pass the Qualification Test (see below)

30/04/2020
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The campaign was run in two stages. In the first, we obtained annotations for 1000
paragraphs, with 3 different annotations per paragraph. We additionally included 50
paragraphs with gold annotations, which were used to detect workers which were used as
a quality check to detect so-called spammers.
After that removal, we had 150 paragraphs without a full agreement, for which we run the
second stage (+10 gold paragraphs with the same purpose), again with 3 annotations per
paragraph.
Payment-wise, we paid $ 0.07 per HIT, + a $2 bonus for every 50 approved HITs. This was
computed calculating 30 seconds per HIT which would translate into $12.4 / hour
(California minimum wage).
We used the following dashboard to obtain valid annotations:

Finally, we computed the inter-annotator agreement using Fleiss’ kappa. The values were
0.381 for the first phase and 0.484 for the second. Seeing those low values, we then
performed the annotations between three of our researchers, resulting in a Kappa of 0.435.
The reason for those low numbers are due to some ambiguous cases, like the following:
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• Pseudonymisation is the processing of personal data in such a manner that the
personal data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use
of additional information, provided that such additional information is kept
separately and is subject to technical and organisational measures to ensure that
the personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person.
• It may be necessary − by Law, legal process, litigation, and/or requests from public
and governmental authorities within or outside your country of residence − for
3DKUMO to disclose your personal information. We may also disclose information
about you if we determine that for purposes of national security, law enforcement,
or other issues of public importance, disclosure is necessary or appropriate.
• Your privacy is very important to us. Accordingly, we have developed this Policy in
order for you to understand how we collect, use, communicate and disclose and
make use of personal information. You have the right to access, review, modify and
delete any personal data required on this site, by sending an e-mail to
webmaster@brainstorm3d.com, in accordance with the Law. More information
about Brainstorm’s Privacy Policy can be found on this link: Brainstorm website
Privacy Policy.
• To receive information on the services and activities of Scuter S.r.l. and of the Portal,
visitors can fill in the dedicated form on the Portal, providing Scuter S.r.l. with the
following personal data: – Name; – Surname; – Valid e-mail address.
• We love sharing our stories. Stories of success, tech pioneering and bringing the
future closer. You’re a media person and want to know more about us? Contact us
at hi@onde.app.
• We process your personal data, for the sole purpose of managing your requests
received from you through phone, e-mail, online form, or live chat, for the sole
intention of managing your requests. Purposes Specific purposes for which we
process your personal data may be different and depend on your requests. For
example, processing of your personal data may be needed to provide you with
information about our website, products, services, and career opportunities, or to
set up job interviews or business meetings.

The paragraphs that were labeled as containing personal data were then used as a basis to
extract the actual personal data which was collected.
For that, we used the Prodigy tool (prodigy.ai), a scriptable annotation tool from
Explosion.ai that enables fast annotations through a UX which focuses the attention on
performing one task at a time.
This was used to annotate – again with three workers per paragraph – the span of texts
referring to personal data. The interface is as follows:
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To map those personal data items to the categories used by WP4, we manually map them
to the corresponding category and return – together with the span itself – also the
category.
2.2.3.- Domain Shift

The privacy policies analyzed by SMOOTH vary in different aspects from the released
annotated data-sets: they are written pos-May 2018, and they belong to micro-enterprise.
Both effects produce a domain shift in the distribution of the data. In [Elsahar and Gallé
2019] we propose different measures to compute that shift, and a framework that predicts
the expected accuracy drop of a classifier due to domain shift (see D3.2 for details).
We applied this method to the privacy policies crawled from the web, and using OPP-115
and PrivacyGuide as source domains:
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With this measure, the domain shift of the crawled privacy policies of SMOOTH had a value
of 0.29: a linear regression predicts a domain shift of 5%.

References:
Bottou, Léon (2004), "Stochastic Learning", Advanced Lectures on Machine Learning, LNAI,
3176, Springer, pp. 146–168, ISBN 978-3-540-23122-6.
Huber, Peter J. (1964). "Robust Estimation of a Location Parameter". Annals of Statistics.
53 (1): 73–101. doi:10.1214/aoms/1177703732. JSTOR 2238020.
Galle et al. 2019 http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2335/1st_PAL_paper_5.pdf
[Wilson2016] Wilson, Shomir, et al. "The creation and analysis of a website privacy policy
corpus." Proceedings of the 54th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational
Linguistics (Volume 1: Long Papers). 2016.
Scikit https://scikit-learn.org/
2.2.4.- Open Data

The annotations are being released as open access. The data consists in a tabular separated
file, with the following headers:





workerID: anonymized worker ID, this can be used to detect biases by individual
workers
docName: base URL of the website from where the privacy policy was crawled
paragraphID: the index of the paragraph
text: the text of the paragraph that was shown and on which the annotation was
performed
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prediction: the prediction value that the OPP-115 pre-trained model gave for this
paragraph (YES or NO). As we used a confidence-based active learning algorithm,
there are examples from either side of the decision boundary
confidence: the associated prediction value, between 0 and 1. “Gold” paragraphs,
which were annotated by us and used to filter workers have a value of 1
Label: the label given to this paragraph (YES or NO)

The data is distributed through zenodo, at this address:
https://zenodo.org/record/3778635#.XqrgIBMzZ-0

2.3.- Readability & Complexity analysis
Readability has been defined as the sum of all elements in textual materials that affect a
reader’s understanding, reading speed, and level of interest in the material [DC49]. Four
basic elements are seen to concur to ease the readability of a given document: its content
(discourse and coherence), its style (semantic and syntactic elements), its design, other
authors speak of "legibility", (typography, format, illustrations, etc.) and its structure
(chapters,
navigation,
etc.)
[DuB04].
Even though privacy policies are rarely pleasant reads, they should keep the readers
interested. Assessing their readability is very important to be sure that they're not only
read but also understood. Readers shouldn't be bored or challenged: on the contrary, they
should grasp its content easily and quickly.
Looking closer at the style of a document, the following elements, adapted from [Col14],
make a text readable: the words that are used and the way they are built (lexical/semantic)
; the way they are used (syntax) ; the way the text is organized (discourse) ; the extra
knowledge that is assumed (higher level semantic) ; the context that might affect the
writing
(pragmatics)
;
the
reader
interest.
This last element is indeed very important in this communication process: from the
background culture of the reader to her attention and state of mind. If assessing the
readability of documents translates into computing an expected reading level, often
expressed as a grade in the US system, a motivated reader can read well above her grade.
Classic Formulas
Formulaic approaches to the assessment of reading materials date from the forties in the
USA after it had become clear that adult readers had varying abilities ---often quite low:
many of them only enjoyed reading very simple documents, e.g. comics.
Many variables were found to be correlating positively (easy words, monosyllables, explicit
sentences, first/second/third-person pronouns, etc.) or negatively (average length of a
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sentence, unknown or "hard" words, different words, etc.) with reading difficulty [GL1935].
The challenge was then to find the best combinations as a "proxy" for readability.
Reading Ease Score
In [FG49] Rudolf Flesch introduced his Reading Ease Score:
206.835 - 1.015 x ASL - 84.6 x ASW,
where ASL is the average length of a sentence in words and ASW the average length of a
word in syllables. It was later adjusted [Kin+75] to directly express a (US education) grade
level: 0.39 x ASL - 11.8 x ASW - 15.59.
Fog
When done manually, computing the ASL for a text is error prone. Robert Gunning, an
American businessman, aware of the "fog" that complicated most writings, in newspapers
or business articles, came up in the early fifties [Gun52] with an easier index to compute.
The Gunning Fog Index is simply
04 x (ASL + PCW),
where PCW is the percentage of complex words, defined by being three or more syllables
long.
Actually, the rule for the "complex words" is a bit more sophisticated than just counting
their number of syllables : familiar words are excluded, as are compound and proper nouns,
and
grammatical
endings,
e.g.
from
conjugation,
are
discounted.
Familiarity of words might be seen as very subjective, as it depends on the reader, but it is
also a construct from the domain: this might make for a nice way to adapt the index to
policies.
In the current implementation of SMOOTEXT, we perform a FOG analysis on each
paragraph, and return both the score of the equation, and the associated educational level
that is required (see details in Sect 2.3).
References
[Col14] Kevyn Collins-Thompson. “Computational assessment of text read-ability: A survey
of current and future research”. en. In:ITL - International Journal of Applied Linguistics165.2
(Dec. 2014), pp. 97–135.issn: 0019-0829, 1783-1490.doi:10.1075/itl.165.2.01col.
[DC49] Edgar Dale and Jeanne S. Chall. “The Concept of Readability”. en.In:Elementary
English26.1 (1949), pp. 19–26.url:http://www.jstor.org/stable/41383594.
[DuB04] William H. DuBay.The Principles of Readability. en. 2004.
[FG49] Rudolf Flesch and Alan J Gould. The art of readable writing. Vol. 8. Harper New
York, 1949.
[GL35] William Scott Gray and Bernice Elizabeth Leary. “What makes abook readable.” In:
(1935).
[Gun52] Robert Gunning. “Technique of clear writing”. In: (1952).
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[Kin+75] J Peter Kincaid et al. “Derivation of new readability formulas (auto-mated
readability index, fog count and flesch reading ease formula) for navy enlisted personnel”.
In: (1975).

2.4.- Company name extraction
Company names are necessary in order to be able to crosscheck with the names obtained
in WP5. This problem is known as named entity recognition, and we model this as a
structured prediction problem where tokens have to be tagged as belonging to a certain
class (either starting that class, or being a continuation) or being a non-entity token.
For this, we use a Convolutional Neural Network, trained in a multi-task way on 8 different
tasks from Ontonotes, as provided by spacy. This model is run on the uploaded text, and
named entities tagged as ORGANISATIONS are kept. SMOOTEXT add to this first selection
all named entities, beyond the ones tagged as ORGANISATIONS, also found in a list of wellknown tracking companies. That way, we combine keyword matching with a statistical
model to maximise retrieval of known companies as well as allow generalisation through
the use of a CNN.
In order to merge those list of companies with the result of WP5, we implemented a
company list merger. xchecker, to be pronounced cross-checker, is a simple service running
in a dedicated container. It's built with the same components and architecture used for
SMOOTEXT: it is a FastAPI application handling HTTP POSTs asynchronously. Its specific role
is to check if the companies found by WP5 as being sent data from the MEnt web sites, or
mobile applications, are mentioned in the policy document analyzed by SMOOTEXT.
A POST to xchecker for a MEnt ID has to provide, as json documents, a list of (domain, list
of companies) pairs from WP5 and a list of companies mentioned in the policy from WP3.
xchecker then compares the lists, and posts a list of (domain, status) pairs, as a json, to the
provided callback URL. For each domain, the status can be: "no company" when none was
provided for the domain by WP5, "direct" when the first company of the list had been
extracted from the policy, "related" when it's a subsequent company from the list that had
been extracted, and "no" when no company from the list matches one from the extraction.

2.5.- Module Functionality
SMOOTEXT provides two endpoints for its service. The first one encompasses the
readability analysis and the GDPR extraction service; while the second focuses on company
names.
The reason for this division is due to their uses in the architecture of the broader SMOOTH
platform: company extraction is only needed for a subset of the legal texts, namely the
cookie policies.
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In both services, the textual document goes through a series of pre-processing step,
consisting of:

Upload
Policy

Doc ID

Is text

Is system
language

LangID
No

No

Translate
Is valid
format
(.docx, native
pdf)

Convert

Paragraph
splitting
The component that manages the file uploading is included in WP6. It uses the same Data
Ingestion component developed in WP4, sharing the drag and drop User interface
The document identification detects the format of the incoming file. SMOOTEXT currently
supports the following types. These are considered the more standard formats used for
this kind of files.




Pure text files, in which the text is simply extracted and included in the remaining
process
OOXML, the XML format used by Microsoft Office from 2010 onwards (the known
.docx extension)
PDF format. With regards to PDF files, it is essential to note that SMOOTEXT only
supports native PDF documents. The module discards PDF with scanned documents
embedded as it would require the use of OCR technologies that are out of the scope
of the project.

To extract the text, rely on Python Libraries like docx for Word files and Tika for PDFs,
https://github.com/chrismattmann/tika-python.
The language detection component checks the language of the extracted text. As
mentioned before, SMOOTH works with different languages. The approach chosen to deal
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with the multi-linguality of the platform is to translate the texts to English, so first, we need
to detect their language to see whether they need translation or not. For the detection of
the language, we use the langdetect Python library that makes use of the Google
Translation API under the hood.
Those files that are not in the system language (English), are automatically translated.
SMOOTEXT employs the Google Translator API for obtaining the English version of the
texts.
Paragraph Segmenter: Once we have English texts, we proceed to detect the paragraphs
included in the text and process each of them individually.

2.6.- Proposed System
The following diagram depicts the designed infrastructure for SMOOTEXT

Privacy
Policy

PO
Text extraction (from text, docx
and pdf files)
Translation, if needed (from spanish,
latvian, italian, …)

Google
Translate

SMOOTEXT
Readability Assessment

Personal Data Extraction
model

json
SMOOTEXT is offered to the Platform by means of a REST API. This API allows sending a
document to be analyzed to detect GDPR elements and assess its readability. When a new
document arrives at the module, a new annotation job is started. The orchestrator takes
care of initializing the process and send the text to the processing pipeline described in the
previous section. During the flow, the orchestrator takes care of the processing, dealing
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with errors and potential retries. Afterwards, once all the text is processed, the service
compiles the paragraph reports and merge them into the final JSON file sent as the output
of the module.
Initial implementation
In its current implementation, SMOOTEXT is a simpler yet powerful and scalable python
app using FastAPI to build, and document, the API and uvicorn, a fast modern ASGI server,
to serve it, asynchronously. Behind the scene, a classifier class identifies the GDPR elements
and an assessment class computes the readability level by way of the Gunning Fog Index,
both working at the paragraph level.
In this version, the orchestrator is implemented as a Python script that sequentially applies
the current process: a text file posted by a client to the FastAPI application is split into
paragraphs. Each of them is then sent to the classifier and assessor. The JSON they produce
for each paragraph is compiled for the document and sent back to the client application.
The services corresponding to the different processing components are implemented as
micro services. In the case of third-party APIs, we implemented a wrapper for each
integrated library that allows us to substitute them in the future if needed. For the
components implemented by SMOOTH, mainly GDPR element extractor and readability
analysis, we implemented them as separate APIs to decouple its current implementation
from the main process and enable later improvements without requiring to modify the rest
of the components.
Although this architecture is simple, it is sufficient to expose the work of both the classifier
and assessor. It also has the capability to scale, using multiple workers or building on the
asynchronous capabilities of the server. Later on, once we tried the component as
integrated into the rest of the SMOOTH Platform, we will evaluate the necessity of evolving
the module to more complex architectures if required. In particular, for the moment there
is no Event Bus which would do some load balancing.

2.7.- Interfaces to other modules or external systems
SMOOTEXT is included in the tool as one of the integrated modules offered as a web
service. The interface with the rest of the modules is provided by the REST API whose
interface looks like the following example1
Company Extractor
The returned json consists in a list of all the found organisations, with a tendency to recall
instead of precision:

1 Note that this is repeated in D6.1 as well
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GDRP element detector & Readability API
The GDPR element detector API is responsible for analysing a paragraph of text and identify
which GDPR elements are present in the text. The same service also performs the
readability analysis by computing the FOG metrics. The resulting analysis is returned with
two values: the (rounded) score, as well as the US educational level given by the FOG
analysis.
The following illustrates the output of the readability and GDPR extractor:
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Calls to SMOOTEXT’s API are HTTP POSTs handled asynchronously. Beyond the POSTed
document, a call has to mention the MEnt identifier (MEnt ID) and a call-back URL. When
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called, SMOOTEXT launches a background task, with the MEnt ID and the document, to
execute the request and immediately acknowledges the call with a short message. The
background task then performs the requested service and, when done, posts the result, as
a json, to the call-back URL, a point of the platform. The SMOOTH Platform is responsible
for the coordination of the calls to the different SMOOTH modules, to gather the results,
which include the MEnt ID, from the call-back points, and compile them to elaborate the
final
report:
SMOOTEXT
is
one
of
these
modules.
With regards to external sources, the main dependency foreseen from third party systems
is that required for language detection, automatic translation, and machine learning
frameworks. In all cases, SMOOTEXT uses open source libraries for each task (and if not,
will provide an open-source alternative specifying the expected performance drop).
Besides, another external source of information is the annotation mechanism required to
label the documents that is used to refine the models. In SMOOTEXT we take advantage of
a crowd-sourcing platform to create different classification tasks based on a compilation of
privacy policies and consent forms extracted from publicly available sites.

2.8.- Limitations
Machine learning models are probabilistic by nature, and do not provide - in general - 100%
guarantee. This is even more true when dealing with unstructured data like text, and still
more when referring to the challenging nature of privacy policies (length, ambiguity,
dispersity of the information to be retrieved, long-term relationships, etc.).
In practice, this means that some personal data practices might be wrongly inferred.
Because of that, we believe it is of crucial importance to keep track of the source text from
which we inferred so to re-direct the user to it and to allow her to verify the correctness of
the predictions if there is a doubt.
A more mundane, but no less important limitation, is the format in which privacy policies
are uploaded. Looking at the very first submitted by the micro-enterprises who registered,
we realize that many of them consist in a scanned version of a printed document.
Processing such documents present challenges which we do not plan to cover in this
project, namely the one of OCRing, and integrating the error introduced by that process in
the remaining pipe-line. Instead, we decided to provide an automatic test which checks for
pdf-nativeness, and rejects an upload of documents which fail that test.
SMOOTEXT does not extract all the elements relevant for GDPR. However, the architecture
is generic enough so that additional aspects could be integrated. For instance, if “transfer
to third country” becomes an important information to test, the current algorithm can be
re-trained with data-set that contains that label and replace the current model. This
additional label would appear in addition in the returned json.
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3.- CONCLUSION
The current document describes the final version of SMOOTEXT.
It consists in a description of the algorithms to perform the three services:




Readability analysis of the legal documents
Extraction of GDPR elements, both at the paragraph level and at the word level
Extraction of companies

We also benchmarked those algorithms, and detailed their limitations.
The annotated data-set is described, as well as the way it was obtained.

The current SMOOTEXT version is delivered as a Docker image, and has been deployed on
the SMOOTH Gitlab. In addition, an image can be accessed at
http://smootext.europe.naverlabs.com/ (see http://smootext.europe.naverlabs.com/docs
for the documentation).
The code is accessible through the SMOOTH Gitlab, to which the reviewers can have
access by contacting the project coordinator, through rosa.araujo@eurecat.org .

4.- Appendix
Here the crowdsourcing platforms we analysed, and the reason why we chose AMT:
we investigated three alternatives
https://www.figure-eight.com: the numbers are not public, and while we engaged with
them, we did not pursue it further. The reason is that their business model is based on
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hosting + ongoing cost, which makes sense for heavy and ongoing annotation efforts. The
numbers seem of hosting alone seem to be above 10k U$D.
https://www.prolific.co: we thought of going with them in the beginning, as they allow
fine-grained selection of the crowd. However, it is more tailored to market research and
filling of surveys, as opposed to large and especially duplicated (for inter-annotator
agreement measures) annotation of lots of small pieces of text.
Amazon Mechanical Turk: The standard solution, used by most in the field and with
reason. It is easy to set up and fast to obtain. In a preliminary experiment, we obtained
100 annotations in 12 minutes.
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